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In his 1993 notes for the two-volume compact disc
Azerbaidjan: Musique traditionnelle released by the Institut du
Monde Arabe, Christian Pochе remarked that, "For several
years, the music of Azerbaijan has been taking over France.
Historically, one cannot find any particular musical encounter
between the two countries, and although generally speaking
Asia in all its forms has never stopped fascinating and dazzling
Europe, Azerbaijan…has remained apart from this fascination."
In fact, a glance at the production of compact discs featuring
music from Azerbaijan shows that, for the last ten years, all but
two have been produced in France, and of the two exceptions,
one was released in Geneva (by this author) and the other in
Germany. Certain of the notes to these recordings comprise
the only scholarly publications on the subject in Western lan-
guages (not including Russian).

The discovery of Azerbaijani music by European listen-
ers perhaps stemmed in part from a scholarly impulse (During
1988, 1989a), as well as from the opening of Azerbaijan to the
West which began with perestroika and grew with the hard-
won independence of 1991. Another factor was perhaps the
existence of an audience of lrani Azeris and of cultivated
Iranian music fans who heard this music as a variant of their
own.1 Later, Azeri music achieved great popularity thanks to
the mediated dissemination of Alim Qasimov, who, from this
point of view, played the same role, at a more modest level, that
Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan did for Indo-Pakistani qawwali.

The Best Vocalist of Our Time?

Everything began in 1989 with the arrival in France of this
exceptional singer, a number of whose songs had been published
earlier that year as part of a compact disc presenting a survey of
Azeri Mugham, or classical music (During 1989a).2 This young
master, already greatly appreciated in his own country, was
invited to Paris by the Maison des Cultures du Monde, where he
gave a number of memorable concerts, live recordings of which
furnished material for the first CDs devoted entirely to an Azeri
singer. (The idea was not new: in Azerbaijan there are innumer-
able vinyl records consisting of recitals of the greatest singers.)

These two CDs (Alem Kassimov, vols. 1 and 2)  were a
revelation, but the music deserved a better technical produc-
tion, since all that had been done was to reproduce the live
recordings of the two concerts. This publication created anoth-
er problem, of which I had to inform Qasimov: after the
appearance of these two CDs, the market was saturated and he
would have to wait four years before a company would pro-
pose that he do another recording. 

This is exactly what happened. It wasn't until 1993 that
Ocora/Radio-France made a second Qasimov recording
(During 1993). Again, it was a recording of a concert before an
audience of more than a thousand people, but with an irre-
proachable technical quality, and, in addition, the input of
Qasimov and his accompanists- an excellent inspiration. Three
years later, Ocora released another CD (During 1997), half of
which came from another live concert, and the other half from
studio recordings done the following day. Finally, one could

choose the best parts of two-and-a-half hours of recordings. In
both cases, I was asked to write a scholarly text to accompany
the CD.

Qasimov returned regularly to Europe with the
Mansurov brothers. After hearing them on many occasions,
some music critics dubbed him "the best singer of the day,"
provided that one took all factors into account, notably cre-
ativity. In less than ten years, Azeri music and its remarkable
representative made a tour of the world. It was then that
Network, a German label with considerable market savvy,
decided to make another recording of Qasimov. They had to
keep in mind the four CDs which already existed (not to men-
tion the tracks on During 1989a and b), and avoid making the
same recordings again - a problem which arises often with
artists of this caliber, such as Monajat Yulchieva or Nusrat
Fateh Ali Khan. Qasimov thus chose a lighter repertory, and
sang together with his daughter, whose voice and style melded
well with his own. The general public approved, but despite
the care which Network took in the production of his record-
ing, accompanied by a pleasant and well-informed text, the
fans of classical mugham preferred the old recordings. 

A Flowering of Talents

Most listeners demand a simple formula: one style = one
artist. There's no place for two. For example, Indian sitar = Ravi
Shankar; qawwali= Nusrat; Iranian singing = Shajarian; South
India = Subramaniam; opera = Pavarotti, and so on. Be that as
it may, the French passion for Azeri music is more than a pass-
ing fashion linked to the prestige of a skilfully mediated star. 

Listening to the recordings and considering the context in
which they were published perhaps provides the key to the enig-
ma. In effect, some of the other artists presented by the label
"Inedit, Maison des Cultures du Monde" are at almost the same
level as Alim Qasimov and the Mansurov brothers.

One can guess how the Anthologie du Mugam
d'Azerbaidjan was born. After Qasimov, then little known, sev-
eral other singers were invited to Paris who also deserved to be
recorded in concert. Beginning with the fifth recording, some-
one had the idea of baptising the series with the name
"Anthology." The Anthology tried to cover different styles and to
include women as well as older singers. Since the possibilities
for concerts were limited, the recordings were made in a studio
in Baku. Taken together, these eight volumes are a success.

One of the merits of those in charge is to have located
real mugham players respected by connoisseurs, such as the
tar player Vamig Mamad Aliev, who performs on two CDs,
and the kamancha players Fakhreddin Dadashev and Talat
Bakihanov, to mention just a few. 

Not all the great singers could be presented - they are
still there to be discovered, like Aqa Karim, not to mention
several young men and women - but a number of those pre-
sented are remarkable. Among those of the "young generation"
is Zahid Gouliev (also transcribed Zayid; vol. 4), who has an
extensive vocal range and a voice that is pleasantly veiled, pre-
cise, and very moving in the high notes. He may not have
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Qasimov's stage charisma and sense of dramatization, but it is
perhaps exactly that greater naturalness which makes him
even more the representative of the spirit of Mugham,
admirably served in equal measure by his accompanists.

Another good singer of the young generation is
Aqakhan Abdullaev (vol. 6) who, as Pierre Bois remarks in his
booklet notes, "arrived at the summit of a career crowned with
success, and not having anything more to demonstrate in the
realm of technique, can scorn spectacular vocal effects and
devote himself to a sober and generous performance style."
One can look at him in this way but, despite the good quality
and pleasantness of this performance, it is slow to "take off."
As illustrated here, one of the specific qualities of Azeri
singing, in contrast to Persian, is the tendency to produce a
large number of verses on a single pitch sung in a quasi-par-
lando style (cf. the long pages of text on the 1993 Qasimov
CD). By contrast, in Iran, a ghazal can be distilled verse by
verse over the course of a half-hour of singing. Abdullaev's
reserve can also be explained by the fact that the recording was
not made during a concert.

Djanali Akberov (vol. 7) represents a return to the
sources of the great tradition originated by Seyyid Shushinski
(1889- 1965). Akberov, who was around 50 years old at the
time of the recording, learned to sing from his father and from
Khan Shushinksi (b. 1901). In comparison to most other
singers, his voice is broader, less smooth, and a little less pre-
cise, a little tired-sounding. This, however, renders his singing
still more moving, in the style of certain bluesmen, without
any trace of academicism or of the conservatory. 

This old style is still clearer in the CD of Haji Baba
Huseynov (vol. 3) a singer of venerable age who trained
numerous young people in the Mugham. Despite his 72 years
at the time of the recording, he still knows how to captivate his
audience without resorting to vocal chicanery. This disc is
obviously less brilliant than the others, but it provides evidence
of a very classical art, and the accompanists are in perfect har-
mony with the singing. (The tar solo of Nasim Asadubev
reflects the most classical tradition, which was mast notably
that of Bahcam Minsurov, an important transmitter.)
Curiously, Huseynov's relaxed and warm vocal style reminds
one as much of the maqam al' iraqi (or chalghi al-baghdadi) as
of the Persian radif, three traditions which form a separate enti-
ty in the musics of the Middle East.

In Azerbaijan, connoisseurs distinguish two types af
musician: mughamist and everyone else. To be a mughamist in
the strong sense is to have both a theoretical and a practical
knowledge of the modes (mugham, dastgah) and of the organi-
zational laws of the sub-modes (sho'be), melody types (gushe),
and other features. However, this knowledge can be intuitive or
empirical, the essence being to respect the spirit of the
Mugham. Some virtuosos on the tar or kamancha are not con-
sidered to be typical representatives of the Mugham. Even if
they are capable of accompanying singing correctly, their
improvisations arise from an approach that is more demon-
strative, technical, and extroverted, often impressionistic, or
impressive. This style is sometimes that of brilliant and much-
appreciated artists, like the kamancha player Habil Aliev, to
whom Auvidis dedicated an entire CD (Grands Maitres du
kamanche, Habil Aliev, 1991), and the Institut du Monde
Arabe, several solo tracks on their 1993 CD. A distinction of
the same sort also exists among singers. One can correctly per-

form a mugham without being a mughamist. For example,
Gandab Gulieva (vol. 8), despite perfect instrumental support,
does not attain the power of the illustrious female singers who
preceded her, such as Yavar Khanum Kalantarli. This short-
coming is less evident in the case of Sakine Ismai'lova, notably
on the CD in the Anthology (vol. 5).

The choice of mughams performed in the Anthology
indicates the intention to provide an exhaustive treatment. The
eight volumes contain 18 mughams: Rast, Dashti, Mahur,
Shikaste, Nava, Rahab, Choban-Bayati, Shushtar, Dogah,
Chahargah, Bayati Shiraz, Bayati Qajar, Humayun, Zabol-
Segah, Shur, Shahnaz, and Nava-Nishapur; plus several zarbi
mugham (in a moderate rhythm) such as Uzzal, Mansuriyye,
Ovshari, Karabagh Shikastesi, and Sima'i Shams. Thus, the
Anthology lacks only several minor mughams, sho'be or com-
pound mughams, such as Bayati Kurd, Bayati Tork, and
Vilayati-Dilkash. From this point of view, it constitutes a use-
ful reference for anyone who studies the maqam of the Middle
East. Several years ago, the Maison des Cultures du Monde
published a boxed set of forty CDs which covered the com-
plete Moroccan nuba (performed by various artists of unequal
quality), which is to say that this company has a certain expe-
rience with anthologies. The Azerbaijani one was the respon-
sibility of Pierre Bois, an experienced ethnomusicologist who,
without being a specialist in Azerbaijani music (thus, for
example, the fluidity in the transliterations of Azeri words) has
provided the information which one would expect from such
an enterprise. Each mugham is presented with its scale and its
different sections. For the first volumes the notes are very
short, but after the third CD, they reach six pages (twelve in
the English version), and include translations of the poems.

More of the Same and Something New

After these eight volumes, the Institut du Monde Arabe
more or less took over, with three CDs of Mugham and one
devoted to the tradition of the bards (ashugh). Two of the
singers in their series were previously published by Inedit:
Zahid Gouliev and Sakine Ismailova. 

The double CD devoted to Zahid Gouliev (IMA2) is of
good technical quality, and it appears that the instrumental
tracks do not come from a concert recording. Here again is an
excellent mughamist. The accompaniment, however, is less
unifying and less rigorous, performed by two virtuosos (Ramiz
Guliev and Habil Aliev) who are more at ease in the solos that
embellish this disc but who do not render the spirit of the tra-
ditional Mugham. The singer is joined in certain gushe or
songs (tasnif) by the female vocalist Elza Gaybalieva, a prac-
tice that renders the performance pleasant, especially in con-
cert (cf. also the Network CD of Qasimov, 1997). In the tasnif,
this duo is remarkable (cf. the end of Shur). But for connois-
seurs, the Mugham remains an art of soloists, who are not
accustomed to sharing it. If the contribution of female vocalists
is somewhat discrete, it is because they don't have the strength
to perform complete mughams by themselves. 

The formula of live concert recording was taken up again
for the CD of the Trio Saquine (Sakine) Ismai'lova (MA I), but
with an unacceptable carelessness and casualness: one entire
song is disrupted by the noise of microphone stands being
moved, and microphone pops are strewn throughout the
recording of the singing. All in all, the sound is dry and the
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balance fluctuates. Is this a disc? At most it is a memento of a
concert, like something that might have been pirated. The book-
let notes harmonize in a way with the CD and reveal the same
amateurism. Yet there was plenty of material to make an inter-
esting disc: Sakine is perhaps not what one would call a
mughamist, but she is a good singer with a voice that is warm and
a bit veiled; she has good taste, and knows how to communicate
her ardour and hold the attention of her audience. She sings a
very classic repertory and offers as a bonus a bardic (ash'iq) song,
which is very rare for a woman. The final encore, with responso-
rial singing from the choir, is also not lacking in charm. The error
here was to sacrifice the musical quality to the image of a trio of
women, implicitly connoting feminism. One of the best virtuosos
on the kamancha (Shafiqa Eyvazova, on vol. 8 of the Anthology)
is a woman, but the tar is not an instrument frequently played by
women. The instrumental duo which accompanies Sakine is thus
not of an exceptional quality, but in Azerbaijan, being of average
quality is already a mark of excellence, and both play with ardor
and spontaneity. This ensemble deserves to be recognized
through a studio recording, in the course of which one would
probably redo certain passages or certain pieces (for example, the
first, where the voice is still not confident). Meanwhile, we have
to be satisfied with a "memento" of a beautiful concert.

As to the CD devoted to the ashiqs of Shirvan, I agreed to
reedit the booklet notes because they seemed interesting and of
good quality. Documents of this genre are rare, and the CD which
I devoted to the vocal and instrumental repertory of the bards
(During 1989b) provided only a glimpse of the richness of this tra-
dition, which represents another summit of Azeri musical culture,
a summit which towers over the two parts of the nation: the
Republic of Azerbaijan and the Iranian province of Azerbaijan. 

The Wunderkinder of the Mugham

Listening to all these discs provides quite naturally a key
to the infatuation of the French for Azeri music, which has quick-
ly been shared by music lovers in Europe and the Arab world.
The judgment that follows will perhaps arouse the indignation of
Anglo-Saxon ethnomusicologists, but in our profession, aesthet-
ic appreciation still mixes with scholarly interest. I do not hesi-
tate to say that Azeri musicians are of a quality which, more than
other musicians, arouses wonder and delight. Listening to
Qasimov or Gouliev in concert, one understands what the ancient
aesthetes of the Muslim world tried to express by concepts such
as tarab or wajd, or the anecdotes about the remarkable effects
produced by music, and in particular, by singing.

This simple report raises a subsidiary question: How has the
Republic of Azerbaijan, which has only seven million inhabitants,
managed to produce so much music of high quality, so many
singers and instrumentalists of high technical and musical quality-
not to mention Western music, where they are also brilliant? Was
this quality achieved thanks to Soviet cultural politics, or despite it?
The answer deserves to be nuanced according to the different
epochs and domains in which it was active. Be that as it may, by all
likelihood, cultural politics-which was the same in all of the Soviet
republics-did not have any effect on the passion of the Azeris for
music. To convince oneself of that, it suffices simply to see children
ten or twelve years old walking in the corridors of the Conservatory
practicing rengs and chaharmezrabs of high virtuosity on the tar; or
even more, these same boys and girls singing the Mugham (while
playing the tambourine) with total fervor and conviction, under the

attentive and admiring eye of their parents and their professors, who
accompany them on the tar and the kamancha.

It is not only the European public that has offered an ovation
to the Azeri masters. The cultural authorities in the French
embassy in Baku have also shown their interest in this unique phe-
nomenon in the Eastern world of the rnaqam. In December 1997,
they organized a contest of children's singing at the Baku
Conservatory, and gave a superb tar to the winner - a young boy
from Karabagh who brought tears to the eyes of listeners by
singing mugham Qatar in the same version as the recording from
the 1930s reissued by Folkways Records.

Jean DURING,
Centre Nationale de la

Recherche Scientilique, Paris,
(The article is piblished with sime reductions)

Notes
1. The modes and the rhythms of Azerbaijani music are the

same as those of Persian music, and certain melodies are identical.

Azeri must differs in its micro-intcrvals, choice of instruments -  limit-

ed to tar and kamancha -and performance style, which, on the whole,

is more brilliant, tense, and extroverted. Azeris are numerous in Iran,

yet they practice not the Azeri mugham, but the radif; the Persian vari-

ant of this tradition 

2. Here Mugham designates the classical genre. Formed from

some twenty modes, called mugham (Arabic maqam). Sometimes

grouped in systems  (destgah).

Возможно, первым толчком к "открытию" азербайд-
жанской музыки европейскими слушателями был научный
импульс, так же, как и к открытию Азербайджана Запа-
дом, которое началось с перестройки, выросшей в трудно за-
воеванную независимость в 1991. Другим фактором, по-види-
мому, послужило наличие большой слушательской аудитории
иранских азербайджанцев. Позже азербайджанская музыка
получила большую популярность благодаря растущей извест-
ности Алима Гасымова, который в некотором смысле сыг-
рал ту же роль, хотя и на более скромном уровне, что  и
Нусрат Фатех Али Хан для распространения индо-пакис-
танского каввали. Слушая азербайджанских ханенде и инст-
рументалистов (Алима Гасымова, Гаджибабу Гусейнова,
Агахана Абдуллаева, Джанали Акберова, Захида Гулиева, Са-
кину Исмайлову, Гандабу Гулиеву, трио имени Джаббара Га-
рьягды, имени Зульфи Адигезалова и др.), которые в  80х-90х
годах свели с ума французскую публику и следом за ней дру-
гих европейцев, можно постичь эстетику мусульманского
мира с его концепцией "вадж"у  (состояния "экстаза"). 

В статье Жана Дюринга подробно комментируются
диски названных азербайджанских музыкантов, выпущенные
различными европейскими звукозаписывающими компаниями с
1989 по 1997 годы. В силу понятных причин за пределами
статьи остались диски некоторых азербайджанских испол-
нителей, записанные самим автором статьи. Это- диски "
Азербайджан: традиционная музыка" (1989), "Азербайджан:
музыка и пение ашыгов" (1989), "Азербайджан: тар Малика
Мансурова" (1997), "Гармонь Айдына Алиева" (1998), "Большой
мастер кяманчи: Габиль Алиев" (1991), "Азербайджан: Алим
Гасымов" (1993), "Азербайджан: ашыги Ширвана" (1995),
"Азербайджан: Алим Гасымов" (1996), "Азербайджан: Саз Ада-
лята Насибова" (2003).
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1. Салим Муаззин. Фрагмент из "Азанa" .......................... 2.50
2. Фикрет Амиров. Фрагменты из симфонического
мугама "Шур" ................................................................... 6.30
3. Абульгасан Хан Игбал. "Нава" ..................................... 3.30
4. Хан Шушинский. "Шахназ" .......................................... 5.50
5. Рубаба Мурадова. "Хумаюн" ........................................ 3.30
6. Кечачи оглы Мухаммед. "Шуштер" .............................. 3.10
7. Бюльбюль. "Сегях Забул" ............................................. 5.05
8. Ислам Абдуллаев. "Йетим Сегях" ................................ 3.12
9. Фатма Мехралиева. "Кесме Шикесте" .......................... 4.21
10. Абульфат Алиев. "Мухалиф" ...................................... 3.53

11. Джаббар Гарягдыоглы. "Мирза Гусейн Сегях" .......... 3.03
12. Зульфи Адыгезалов. "Ушшаг" ..................................... 2.30
13. Меджид Бейбутов. "Кереми" ....................................... 3.20
14. Сеид Шушинский. "Чахаргях" ..................................... 3.28
15. Мешади Мухаммед Фарзалиев. "Хисар" ..................... 3.01
16. Ягуб Мамедов. "Мансурийя" ...................................... 3.50
17. Рашид Бейбутов. "Баяты-Шираз" ................................ 4.13
18. Муталлим Муталлимов. "Зиль Баяты-Шираз" ............ 3.33
19. Алим Гасымов. "Маани" ............................................. 4.45
20. Вагиф Мустафазаде. (ф-но) и

Гаджибаба Гусейнов (ханенде) "Джаз-мугам" ............ 3.00
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